
 

 

 

A play by Joe Bunce, adapted from the novel 

Tess of the D’Urbervilles by Thomas Hardy 

 

Director: Joe Bunce 

Stage Manager: Alice Ordish 

Producer: Thomas Brown 

  



About the play 

Summary 

Framed within the traditional storytelling traditions, music, and 

dance of South Africa, Tessa Mhlophe retells Thomas Hardy’s most 

famous novel, Tess of the D’Urbervilles, in the context of apartheid 

South Africa. Themes of race, gender, and religion are explored as 

a chorus of actors, singers, musicians and dancers tell the story, to 

the audience and to one another, of the protagonist Tessa’s loss of 

innocence and its tragic consequences. 

Tessa is the eldest of two daughters of the poor black Mhlophe 

family, in a predominantly Zulu township of South Africa. We 

join the family as mother and father are out, celebrating at the 

annual Umhlanga ‘reed dance’ ceremony – which Tessa should be 

partaking in, but instead is lumbered with looking after her poorly 

sister. Whilst out at the celebration, Tessa’s father finds out from a local pastor-cum-genealogist 

that he is, in fact, related (a few generations back) to the TerBlanches, a powerful rich white Boer 

family in Johannesburg. Having concocted a cunning plan – to demand his share of the TerBlanche 

fortune – he gets embarrassingly drunk and loses his job. 

With the Mhlophe family’s financial prospects looking dire, mother insists that our protagonist 

mustgo to the TerBlanche family to ‘claim kin’. Upon her arrival in Jo’burg, Tessa meets Alec, a 

greasy, sleazy ‘charmer’, who, after some unreciprocated flirting, offers Tessa a job as maid to the 

TerBlanche household. Whilst Tessa is working there, she attracts more and more of Alec’s 

affection, which catches the attention of the other staff, who begin to despise her. 

One weekend, a few weeks into her employment there, Tessa heads into the centre of Jo’burg to 

post a letter. Along the way, she is confronted by the staff at the house, who physically threaten 

her for being a traitor to her race in her with perceived flirtation with Alec. As things begin to heat 

up, Alec arrives, whisking Tessa away in his car – only to take her off into the middle of nowhere 

and rape her. 

Having returned to her family home, Tessa’s resultant pregnancy – and infant death – of the 

mixed-race child attracts the attention of the a local, violent gang, who threaten her with 

‘necklacing’ – a nasty punishment where a tire is placed round the victim’s neck, filled with petrol, 

and lit. She flees the township, arriving at a Christian missionary project, run by Mr Stefan and 

Joseph Gabriel, which allows the victims of the apartheid regime to do farm work in a safe and 

happy environment. 

Over a series on months, Joseph, the idealistic and romantic British missionary stationed at the 

farm, falls in love with Tessa. She is at first afraid, but finally agrees to marry him, all the while 

harbouring her sad secret. But her burning sense of morality means she cannot let this truth 

remain untold: and once shared, a series of events unravel that bring the play to its heart-breaking 

conclusion. 



The title 

The title Tessa Mhlophe has a double meaning: ‘Mhlophe’ being both the Zulu word for ‘pure’ and 

‘white’. Hardy’s novel’s full title was originally Tess of the D’Urbervilles: A Pure Woman, an 

outrageously controversial subtitle with the Hardy’s conservative Christian contemporaries – and 

thus Tessa Mhlophe can be read as ‘Tess the Pure’. Furthermore, it could be translated as ‘Tess the 

White’, which, of course, during the play, Tess discovers she ancestrally is. The title is also a nod to 

Gcina Mhlophe, one of the most important black South African playwrights of the 20th Century. 

 

 

Influences 

The play takes its influences primarily from the traditions of South African theatre and 

storytelling. The format of the whole thing is rather like an extended ‘izibongo’ poem – this being 

a form of praise poetry, written by an ‘imbongi’ (praise poet), usually for a great hero or heroine, 

or to retell the warriors of a great battle.  The imbongi would then perform the poem, sometimes 

including dance, movement, generally to mark. To use this form of performance to tell of a raped 

woman, is really true to the spirit of Hardy’s text: the original set out to ennoble one that wouldn’t 

normally be lauded, and so too, within a context of racial anger, do we ennoble a woman who is – 

in some eyes – sexually deviant, one who defies racial boundaries (whether or not this is by her 

own volition), and a criminal. 

The play’s form – with an ever-present ensemble – also 

owes something to the tradition of the Greek Chorus, 

but an old-fashioned Thespian one: chants and 

movement aplenty. In terms of the set design (see 

below), it lends some of its ingenious transformability 

to FellSwoop Theatre and the recent Welsh National 

Theatre production of The Dark Philosophers. 

Rather closer to home, at SuTCo productions, this play 

is influenced by the play-with-music style of the excellent Blood Wedding and the wonderful choral, 

ensemble nature of The Trial. 

 

 

Artistic vision 

Make-up: The opening poem, read by Imbongi, both introduces our setting and the character of 

Tessa, but also sets up one of the most important devices in the play: that of defining the black and 

white characters. Whilst the poet espouts verse about the sentiment of ‘the only difference 

between this man and this man is the colour of their skin’, five of the characters in the play line up 



at the front of the stage. Two ‘assistants’ of the imbongi, armed with face paints, draw a vertical 

black or white line on each of the characters’ faces: the ones with the black lines will be the black 

characters, and the ones with the white lines, the white. As well as being good for 

logistical/inclusions reasons (not having to cast people purely for racial purposes), it serves to 

emphasise the superficiality of distinctions made by race. 

Set: The concept for the set that we have is that of one 

that is both simultaneously naturalistically detailed – 

evoking the idea of some dusty corner of an African 

township – but also, in terms of the scenes created, 

very suggestive. Due to the vast number of scenes and 

settings that will be created, we would like the layout 

of the set to be flexible and malleable: a collection of 

crates, pallets, tires and blankets become factory lines, 

cars, bedrooms, etc. Despite these distinct, particular 

requirements, the actual design and layout for the 

immovable set is completely up to the designers. 

Music: The music will be performed by the cast, both in 

terms of the singing and the (very basic) band. Sometimes 

the music will be an underscore to scenes and scene 

changes, music to which physical, as a literal part of the 

scene (such as in Scene 2, the reed dance ritual, or Tessa’s 

lullaby to her sister), or as a way of commenting upon the 

action. This will be a combination of traditional folk tunes 

and original pieces in a traditional South African style. 

Although the final musical score will be defined by a collaboration of musical director, composer, 

and the director, there are some traditional tunes that have been woven into the plot. For example, 

Thula Baba (the first youtube link below) is a traditional Zulu lullaby, which Tessa sings sweetly to 

her sister, Mbali, to get her to sleep. This lullaby then later is reprised by the chorus in a later, 

sorrowful, tragic scene, to poignant effect. Checkit: 

http://youtu.be/BK7YTaJRAys http://youtu.be/0fEHguhykD8 

http://youtu.be/bm1L0MHyBsc http://tinyurl.com/cdhgwsg 

Costume: There is only one piece of costume that’s set in our mind: the 

costume of the character, Imbongi. This is a specific, traditional dress that 

has been worn by the ‘izibongo’ poets for generations (see left). 

Otherwise, rather free reign on specific costuming. 

Lighting: With the suggestive ‘transformable’ set that we want to use, 

lighting will be a crucial to define the locations. A great challenge for 

designers then: how can we make that pile of boxes and tires resemble a 

moving car? 

 



Cast 

The quasi-‘Greek chorus’ nature of the play means that cast size is flexible, especially in terms of 

its gender balance. Although many of the actors will embody specific characters throughout, I 

can’t stress enough the importance of the choral nature of the piece: every actor will be acting for 

the entire duration of the show. 

Each member of the cast will develop a ‘chorus character’: the person who they embody when 

they’re watching, but not partaking, in the action of the play. Although some members of the cast 

will play instruments, sing, or dance, we’re by no means expecting any of our cast to do all four of 

these things: first and foremost, each cast member must be able act, and some will additionally 

possess these other skills. Thus, rather than limiting who could potentially audition, we see it as an 

opportunity both for people already within SuTCo to show (and develop) their talents in these 

areas, and to attract new people to join the company – people from Dancesoc, SUPAS, Singsoc, 

Gospel Choir, Music Players’ Society, African & Caribbean Society< 

The gender balance is to be around 10 males to 15 females. 

Imbongi (m/f): The narrator of the piece, who speaks primarily through verse and through chants. 

This part, although never part of the action, comments upon it and leads the chorus in its narration 

of the story. 

Tessa Mhlophe (f): Our protagonist, whose journey, through sexual abuse, gang violence, 

abandonment and racial prejudice, we follow throughout the play. She is beautifuland ambitious 

Zulu woman living in an impoverished family, whose aspirations to become a schoolteacher are 

scuppered when she is sent away to work for her distant cousin, Alec TerBlanche. 

Alec TerBlanche (m): The smarmy white South African landowner, and distant cousin of Tessa, 

that offers a job as a maid on his estate. The violent culmination of Alec’s unreciprocated sexual 

advances on Tessa is the initial unravelling-point that leads to Tessa’s tragic demise. After his 

initial creepy smug bastardness, his character goes under something of a personal crisis, and 

subsequently appears contrite, and almost pious. Plays somewhat with audience’s perceptions of 

his personality: is he a changed man, or is it a ruse to once more ensnare our tragic heroine? 

Joseph Gabriel (m):The white British Christian missionary. Idealistic, God-loving, and kind: at 

first, he seems, though perhaps a bit soppy, a ‘perfect’ guy. In his missionary work, Joseph sets out 

to help the less fortunate: mistreated women, orphaned children, the disabled, and yet when 

Tessa’s unfortunate past is revealed, Joseph’s hypocrisy, and his innate prejudices gradually 

become apparent. Ideally, this character would be able to play an instrument, but this is by no 

means necessary. 

Mama Mhlophe (f): The overbearing mother of Tessa. It is she who pressurises Tessa to go to 

‘claim kin’ with her distant white Afrikaner relatives, the TerBlanches. 

Baba Mhlophe (m): The drunken father of Tessa. His idleness is matched only by his pride and his 

hypocrisies. 

Mbali Mhlophe (f): The sweet, delicate little sister of Tessa, whom Tessa cares for deeply. A 

younger, sweeter Tessa, though one to whom misfortune does not come so readily. 

Mr. Stefan (m): A white South African, but deeply against the values of apartheid. Sets up the 

missionary farming project, within which Tessa and Joseph first meet. 

Johan (m): A wicked white South African, owner of the unpleasant, hard graft factory that Tessa is 

forced to work at to keep her family from starvation. 



Sinethemba and Zanele (both f): The two featured farmworkers at the missionary station. These 

two are both in love with Joseph, but are faithful and loyal to Tessa, their friend. 

Bhekizizwe (m): Leader of the protest gang whose ways 

become progressively violent throughout the play. After 

Tessa’s pregnancy, it is his gang that drives Tessa away 

from her township. 

Sarafina (f): Another primary protestor, but one who is less 

convinced by violent means: delivers a poem about the 

morality of the use violence of apartheid. 

Reed dancers, township inhabitants, protestors, farm-

workers, factory-workers, policemen: These are all 

characters that the chorus become during the play. Lots of lines dotted around for chorus parts, in 

addition to background action. Characters will be developed with the chorus in order to ‘flesh out’ 

these to memorable and exciting performances 

 

 

The Team 

Writer/Director: Joe Bunce 

Hello! I’m Joe, and I’d like to direct this play for 

SuTCo. You may know me as the Production 

Manager of King Lear, the producer of the SuTCo 

radioplays, the one with the net in A Dream Play, the 

awkward one in I Love You, You’re Perfect Now 

Change, the inexplicably cockney Russian landowner 

in The Bear, the man who made the Headlock 

Theatre website, Projects Officer for the SuTCo 

Committee 2011-2012, or the animator for Alice in 

Wonderland. You may not know me at all; in which case, nice to meet you. 

Directing is something that I’m passionate about, and have experience of: within the realms of 

theatre, I have a full-scale production of Jonathan Larson’s rock opera RENT, in addition to a 

number of devised ‘straight’ pieces through my running – for two years – of a drama club at my 

school. I have also musically directed a production of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, 

and a couple of variety shows that I put on in a school in Mvumi, Tanzania. Outside of theatre, 

I’ve directed a couple of radioplays, ie. The SuTCo Sunday Play: Live and On-Stage! event at 

Platform – nominated for ‘Best Event’ – and A Christmas Carol. Through all of these factors, I am 

used to ‘heading up’ teams. 

My experience with writing spans a variety of genres. My teenage years harboured a secret love 

for writing poems, one of which was published in a young adults’ poetry compilation. I also 

adapted ‘The Wizard of Oz’ for The SuTCo Sunday Play: Live and On-Stage! and a number of short 

plays for my school drama club. Away from the realms of poetry and fiction, but a large part of 

my experience in writing, is my experience in journalism. For two summers, in 2009 and 2011, I 



worked for the magazine Fest at the Edinburgh Fringe, and have also contributed articles to Forge 

Press.  

Tessa Mhlophe is a project very close to my heart. Since I was first moved by Hardy’s tragic novel, 

retelling this tragic tale on stage has been a lingering preoccupation in my mind. But, when I, last 

Easter, began idly investigating both post- and pre-colonial African theatrical and musical 

traditions, the context of South African apartheid, and the form of ‘praise poetry’ presented itself 

as an ideal setting for Tess. Since that day, I have engorged in South African and Zulu music, and 

researched into the context of apartheid and forms of African theatre. This play would be the 

summation of all these things. 

Stage Manager: Alice Ordish 

I have only recently become involved in SuTCo this 

term performing in Brontë and Alice in Wonderland. 

However, I believe I have learnt and understood 

much of how SuTCo functions in this short time and 

would absolutely relish the opportunity to become 

part of a production team. More than that I believe 

this production has amazing potential aesthetically 

and will provide wonderful and e xhilarating roles 

for actors. This play would also propose exciting 

and complex challenges to the designers and technicians.  

I have a broad experience of technical theatre from my A-level Theatre Studies and am very keen 

to further learn about the technical wonders the Drama Studio can produce! Apart from SuTCo I 

have also performed in Platform this year and have experienced working with a professional 

theatre company at the Crucible (Fanfared, Invisible Flock) last semester. I enjoy any new 

challenge, work well within a team and believe this would be a truly fantastic production to see 

put on. 

Producer: Thomas Brown 

I have experience dealing with finances, receipts and 

timesheets, therefore I feel I have ample experience 

in what is required for the financial aspects of the 

job of producer. I also have had experience with the 

University of Manchester and NHS 5 Boroughs 

Estates department, therefore I have a good amount 

of experience within business and am extremely 

organised in these matters.  I have also worked with 

SuTCo before, playing the King of France in King 

Lear and acting as Writer/Director for Cinderella: Reloaded. I also have experience within SUPAS 

and Platform. I have an AS Level in Performance Studies and A-Level in Theatre Studies, meaning 

that I understand the inner mechanics of the theatre as well as what is expected of me in 



publicising the show. I also have an insatiable desire to flyer, regardless of being in a show or not 

and would relish the opportunity to publicise a show which I am a part of, especially for a director 

with such clear artistic vision. I’m also very interested in getting as many people involved as 

possible whether it be watching, acting or helping out backstage so as many people can be a part 

of SuTCo as possible.  

 

Further team members 

(to join after proposals) 

This is a large project, requiring many additional members to the team. We’re all dead excited 

about this being a production of rather epic proportions. 

 Musical Director  

A hugely important member of the team. Much of the play will utilise music, and, the Musical 

Director’s job is to teach this music during rehearsals, and ensure the standard of singing is 

maintained and harmonies are retained. This will likely, but not necessarily, be the same person as 

the Composer/Arranger (see below). 

 Assistant Musical Director 

This person would be both a member of the production team, and a member of the cast. They will 

both assist the Musical Director in teaching songs and harmonies. During songs, they will often 

take the lead in pitching vocals, initiating songs, and helping out the voice parts with the most 

difficult harmonies. 

 Choreographer(s) 

In addition to researching and interpreting some traditional dance (such as for the wedding 

ceremony), many of the scenes (such as the rape scene, which segues into the birth of Tessa’s child) 

are interpreted through music and movement, and so the choreographer and the director would 

work together to effectively choreograph these more ‘physical’ scenes. 

 Pronunciation Coach 

A ‘pronunciation coach’ would be useful, though not imperative, to ensure that the Zulu and 

Afrikaans words (primarily in names and in song, but also within the odd idiomatic expression) 

are all pronounced properly. 

 Composer/Arranger/Sound Designer 

This will probably, but not necessarily, be the same person as the Musical Director: even if they are 

not, the two will work closely both with each other. Their responsibility will be to compose the 

original pieces of music, and arrange the traditional South African folk songs. 

 Set Designer(s)(+ Construction Team) 

 Costume Designer(s) (+ Costume Team) 

 Lighting Designer 

 Lighting Operator, Sound Operator 

We’re keen to get the ops involved in the process as early on as possible (start inviting them to 

some rehearsals immediately after the crew call) so that they understand more fully, and a feel a 

part of, the play. 

 

With such a big cast/crew, the thing that’s vitally important to us is that the whole thing feels like 

one, big, happy family, working towards a project that everybody can get excited about. This is 

certainly achievable – look back to big SuTCo shows such as Blood Wedding, or the majority of 



SUPAS productions, and one can see how wonderful a vast show like this can be. Proper bonding 

and shit. Yeah. 

Administrative bits and bobs 

Week slots: There are many different elements to this show, and as such, week 6 and week 

2would be rather challenging for a show of this scale. Ideally, we would like either the week 4 slot 

(with auditions happening before the summer holidays), or the week 8 slot. 

Performance rights: Rightswise, the show is free! Tessa Mhlophe is obviously a student-written 

adaptation, and the novel it’s based on is out of copyright too! Obviously, this is a massive saving 

in terms of the budget for the show, meaning cash is potentially freed up for what could be rather 

financially-demanding design elements, such as costume and set. 

 

Publicity 

Publicity for the show should be easier compared to many other pieces of original writing, as it is 

based on a well known and well studied book. Apart from the regular methods of publicising a 

show, flyers, city-rallies, posters and hoodies, we also plan to contact high schools (as they have 

Tess of the D’Urbervilles on the GCSE Syllabus) Colleges and the University School of English as 

well as various University Societies such as the African & Caribbean Society and the International 

Student Societies. Due to the choric nature of the piece, during city rallies (or even on the 

concourse) we could perform a short section of choric speech or singing in order to attract 

attention, which should look fantastic and be a nice creative way to rally people to the show.    

 

Branches of national societies will also be contacted such as Royal African Society and Royal 

Society of Literature.  The unique interpretation of the piece will draw people who are interested 

in the history of South Africa, the literary interpretation of the piece, as well as people who just 

want to see an amazing show. 

Why should SuTCo do this show? 

 It’s really rather different to everything we’ve done before: this use of the South African 

storytelling tradition will really challenge us as a company and as individuals. 

 There are no small parts: everyone is on-stage, all the time, creating an atmosphere and 

narrating the story. 

 Every character is an exciting challenge for any actor. Tessa has to transform her naivety 

and hopefulness to a yielding resignation to give up her own self; Joseph’s apparent 

goodness and sense of justice must obscure a hidden hypocrisy, and ambiguity of Alec’s 

generosity towards Tessa after his unspeakable wrongdoing: is he truly reformed? 

 It’s got the potential to get lots and lots and lots of people involved, and to attract people 

from many different societies. To start off the new academic year with a whole bunch of 

new faces can only be a good thing! 

 Despite its status as ‘new writing’, there are lots of elements that can really sell: the visual 

and musical nature of the South African context will make a city rally or concourse 



flashmob a real headturner, and Thomas Hardy’s a big name, both regularly studied in 

schools, and in the Faculty of English here. 

 Adaptations themselves intrigue people, sparking their curiosity: as pretentious as it may 

sound, most people who have read Tess feel some sort of emotional connection with the 

novel and the character, and would be interested to see what SuTCo have done. 

 SuTCo, as a student theatre company, should be doing slightly experimental, slightly risky 

stuff. Let’s try things out: especially in this economic climate and its shrivelling arts 

funding, it’s unlikely we’ll ever be part of an organisation that’ll throw money for us to do 

as we please. 

 It’ll be fun to be a part of. Promise. 

 It’ll be moving to watch. Promise promise. 

 

 


